Testing an innovative first flush identification methodology against field data from an Italian catchment.
This paper studies in depth the first flush concept with the aim of exploiting the potential of this phenomenon for an effective and economical implementation of stormwater quality control practices. A quantitative first flush methodology recently proposed in the scientific literature is applied to discrete water quality data of different pollution parameters from an Italian database. The methodology is rigorous and effective for characterising the dynamics of different pollutant types in wet-weather runoff, allowing an assessment of the first flush strength and the detection of the runoff volume required to reduce concentrations to background levels peculiar of the catchment. A strong reduction in concentration is attained after 3 mm runoff, but the achievement of background levels for all pollutant parameters requires the transit of 6 mm runoff. Sensitivity analysis shows the crucial role of the event selection criteria for enhancing the robustness of the methodology. The advantages of the adopted procedure are also highlighted by comparison with the widely used Mass First Flush Ratio method. The results are also compared with Italian guidelines for the design of stormwater quality control measures, pointing out the fruitfulness and profitability of the methodology for decision making in this context.